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The four-stranded i-motif (iM) conformation of cytosine-rich DNA has impor-
tance to a wide variety of biochemical systems that range from their use in
nanomaterials to potential roles in oncogene regulation. The iM structure is
formed at slightly acidic pH, where hemi-protonation of cytosine results in a
stable C-Cþ base pair. Fundamental studies to understand iM formation
from C-rich strands of DNA are described. We present a systematic character-
ization of the consequences of epigenetic modifications, molecular crowding,
degree of hydration, and DNA sequence on the stabilities of iM-forming se-
quences. We used a number of biophysical techniques to characterize both
the folded iM and the folding kinetics of an iM. We established a mechanism
for the folding. We observed that the C-Cþ hydrogen bonding of certain bases
initiates the folding of the iM structure. We also observed that substitutions in
the loop regions of iMs give a distinctly different kinetic signature during
folding as compared to those bases that are intercalated. Our data reveal that
the iM passes through a distinct intermediate form between the unfolded and
folded form. In the course of determining this folding pathway, we established
that the fluorescent dC analogs tC and PdC can be used to monitor individual
residues of an iM structure and can be used to determine the pKa of an iM. Our
results indicate that 5-hydroxymethylation of cytosine destabilized the iMs
against thermal and pH-dependent melting, while 5-methylcytosine modifica-
tion stabilized the iMs. Under molecular crowding conditions, the thermal sta-
bility of iMs increased and the pKa was raised to near 7.0. Taken together, our
work has laid the foundation for examining folding and structural changes in
more complex iMs.
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Protein Kinase R (PKR) is a central component of the innate immunity antiviral
pathway and is activated by double stranded RNA (dsRNA). PKR contains a C-
terminal kinase domain and two tandem dsRNA binding motifs. In the accepted
model for activation, binding of multiple PKR monomers to dsRNA enhances
dimerization of the kinase domain. A minimum dsRNA length of 30 bp is
required for binding two PKR monomers and eliciting strong enzymatic activa-
tion. However, short (15 bp) stem-loop RNAs containing flanking single
stranded tails (ss-dsRNAs) are capable of activating PKR. Activation requires
a 50-triphosphate, the presence of both 5’ and 3’ ssRNA tails, and a tetraloop
capping the duplex stem yet how these moieties modulate protein binding
and enzymatic activity remains unknown. We have incorporated a photoacti-
vatable unnatural amino acid into PKR’s dsRNA binding domain and used a
novel crosslinking protocol to gain insight into how these structural features
orient binding of PKR to the ss-dsRNA.
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Cohesin is a multi-protein complex involved in sister chromatid cohesion dur-
ing cell replication and double strand DNA break repair. Cohesin core complex
consists of a ring-like trimer and either SA1 or SA2 in somatic vertebrate cells.
While SA1 and SA2 share ~70% homology, only SA1 contains a critical AT
hook domain responsible for its binding to telomere sequences. Cohesin-SA1
holds sister chromatids together at telomere regions during cell separation
and can be found at specific promoter regions, while Cohesin-SA2 is predom-
inantly located at intergenic and centromere regions. The mechanism by which
Cohesin locates specific DNA sequences is currently unknown. To understandthe role that SA1 or SA2 has in Cohesin/DNA interactions, we used the single-
molecule techniques atomic force microscopy (AFM) and fluorescence imag-
ing of quantum dot labeled proteins on DNA tightropes. Preliminary data indi-
cates that SA1 carries out 1-D diffusion on DNA, binds with high affinity to
telomeric sequences, and pauses on telomeric and promoter regions. In
contrast, SA2 exhibits static and dynamic populations without pausing for telo-
mere, centromere, and promoter DNA sequences. We propose that 1-D sliding
and sequence dependent pausing by SA1 provides binding specificity and sta-
bility during the cohesion process at telomeres, while.SA2 alone, lacking the
AT hook domain, uses different DNA binding mechanisms.
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Transcription factors (TF) change shape to search and recognize DNA, shifting
the energy landscape from a weak binding mode to a tight binding mode. But
the mechanism of TF conformational change, which deforms DNA during
recognition, remains unresolved. Superhelical TFs have a modular helical to-
pology that track along the DNA helical groove. Thus, TF and DNA helical
pitch match. Our goal is to develop a mechanism of TF-DNA search and recog-
nition using a superhelical TF as a model. HumanMTERF1 is a superhelical TF
that terminates transcription by unwinding mitochondrial DNA. The structure
of apoMTERF1 is likely flexible: few packing interactions between modules
and we are unable to crystallize it. We hypothesize that apoMTERF1 can
have low strain conformations with low helical pitch that can track a B-DNA
major groove. To characterize apoMTERF1, we used a coarse grained simula-
tion to model intrinsic motions and atomistic MD to obtain a diverse structural
ensemble. The coarse grained simulation showed the largest mode of apoM-
TERF1 is a pitching motion. The MD showed apoMTERF1 is flexible, and un-
strained in a conformation with low pitch that matches B-DNA. To show that
low pitch apoMTERF1 structures were stable in search mode, we docked these
structures to B-DNA and equilibrated the complexes using atomistic MD. The
search mode complexes were stable: decreasing in energy and increasing in
structural complementarity. Surprisingly, the helical motion from the coarse
grained and atomistic simulations was also present in the search mode. The he-
lical motion permits the individual motifs to shift along the sequence in a step-
ping translocation process and might also be involved in unwinding DNA
during recognition. We are currently modeling the transition to recognition
mode to test if the mechanism can be explained by MTERF1 natural helical
motions.
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Ruthenium complexes are small synthetic molecules with a wide range of
possible uses, including cancer therapy and sensitive fluorescent markers for
duplex DNA binding. The ruthenium complex [m-C4(cpdppz)2(phen)4Ru2]
4þ has been engineered to have a high affinity for DNA and a low dissociation
rate. The complex consists of two Ru(phen)2dppz2þ moieties connected by a
flexible linker. However, the mechanism by which these molecules interact
with DNA is not well understood. To quantify these interactions, double-
stranded DNA is stretched with optical tweezers, and exposed to the ligand un-
der a fixed applied force. When binding to DNA, the two Ru(phen)2dppz 2þ
moieties intercalate between base pairs via a threading. We find that the ligand
association can only be described by a two-exponential process, indicating
multi-step binding. By measuring the concentration dependence of the fast
and slow binding modes at several forces and fitting this dependence to a three
state kinetic model, we show that the fast mode is bimolecular intercalation of
the first dppz moiety, in pre-equilibrium to the ~10-fold slower intercalation of
the second dppz moiety of the same flex-Ru2 molecule. We characterize force-
dependence of each rate and DNA elongations associated with each transition
state. We estimate the zero-force binding kinetics and equilibrium binding con-
stants for each of the two intercalations steps and of the complete binding
